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Pure cultures of diphtheroid organisms apparently
identical with or closely related to the Bacillus hodgkini
have recently been obtained by us from two spleens
removed surgically in the treatment of splenic anemia.

Case 1 was under the care of Dr. J. J. Bellin of
Green Bay, Wis., who kindly submitted blood-smears
for examination before operation and sent the spleen
immediately after its removal. The spleen was care-

fully sterilized externally by boiling before cultures
were made from its interior.

Case 2 was a patient in the Milwaukee County Hos-
pital, where the blood was studied before and after
splenectomy and where part of the bacteriologic and
experimental observations were made.

Histologic studies of the two spleens confirmed the
clinical diagnosis of splenic anemia or the early stage
of Banti's disease. Inoculation of dogs and rabbits
was made with cultures of the organism obtained from
Case 2 and with a culture obtained from a lymph-gland
of a case of Hodgkin's disease, in which the diagnosis
had been confirmed histologically and hematologically.
In each case there were produced changes that were

characteristic of the disease as described by Banti.
These experiments were conducted independently at
the pathologic laboratories of the LTniversity of Wis¬
consin and of the Milwaukee County Hospital and the
results compared later.

These findings appear significant in view of the
results of A. G. Gibbons,1 who found in stained sec¬

tions of six cases of splenomegaly Gram-staining
streptotrichal organisms, at times segmented and at
times appearing as bacillary forms.

The following clinical evidence seems confirmatory
of the importance of the observations cited:

Atrophie cirrhosis of the liver, as a complication of
the more usually accepted glandular variety of Hodg¬
kin's disease, has been observed repeatedly, but is
infrequent. Earlier stages of a periportal connective
tissue overgrowth have, however, been noted com¬

paratively often in the more chronic cases. This rarity
of advanced cirrhosis in Hodgkin's disease is probably
due, as Klein2 has suggested, to the fact that life is,
as a rule, insufficiently prolonged. In anemia splenica
(Banti's disease) the first stage usually lasts from
three to five years, a period quite in excess of the
average duration of life in anemia lymphatica (Hodg¬
kin's disease). This difference in duration, and in
addition the relatively greater concentration of toxins
in the portal circulation in Banti's disease, may explain
why a Laënnec's cirrhosis is the constant terminal
feature in the latter condition. ,

From the Pathological Laboratories of the University of Wisconsin
and of the Milwaukee County Hospital.
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In the clinical course of splenic anemia as described
by Banti3 there is the characteristic alternation of
periods of progression and remission which one of us4
has described as so constantly present in Hodgkin's
disease and has attributed to variations in the degrees
of toxemia. There is the striking difference of greater
chronicity in the former condition. Moreover, in
splenic anemia recurrent fever has been noted which
may correspond quite exactly with the febrile state
first described by Murchison, but commonly designated
as Pel-Ebstein.
Banti recognized that splenic anemia might be

accompanied by lymph-gland enlargement in later
stages and that the changes in the spleen in this affec¬
tion and in pseudolenkemia-splenolymphatica were
similar, wherefore he thought it possible to regard
"anemia splenica as a pure form of pseudoleukemia
splenica." In other words, Banti's disease might be
Hodgkin's disease of the spleen.

The foregoing bactériologie, histologie, hématologie
and clinical evidence seems to warrant the conclusion
that splenic anemia or Banti's disease and Hodgkin's
disease are closely related, if not only variations in
manifestation of a single type of infection.
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An extensive literature bears witness of the
attempts which have been made in the past few years
to make some use of passive immunization by means
of antiserums against various forms of streptococcus
infection. The serums prepared by Marmorek, Aron-
son, Moser and Menzer were perhaps given the most
exhaustive trials. It appears that only a moderate
and only a variable degree of success has been attained
as compared with some of the effective immune
serums, and it seems probable that some of the
factors in the production or transfer of the immune
bodies are at fault. The causes of this discrepancyhave been sought in various parts of the immunizing
process such as a lack of specificity in the organismused, the absence of polyvalence, insufficient dosage,
and the apparently demonstrated fact that the strepto-
coccus develops no true antitoxin, so that any immun-
ity must be entirely phagocytic and would require fre-
quent renewal of the specific opsonins in the immune
serum to produce any permanent effect.
In view of the recent investigations which seemed

to indicate that the streptococcus was a common agentin the production of the chronic as well as the acute
forms of arthritis,1 it was thought that possibly some
of the defects of former serum treatment might be
avoided and a serum produced which would be of
benefit in some of the intractable cases of chronic joint
disease. The serum used was a polyvalent horse
serum prepared by Drs. Gatewood and Moore2 work-
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